Wooden Toys
Co
Co

ABC 123 First Words

Turn the blocks to teach ABCs and 123s.
36 solid wooden tiles also feature first
words. Measures 12.5"H x 10"W x 5".
Ages 2+
ITEM #: 0013602E

$21.95

MSRP:

Co

Big Rigs Dump Truck

With this dump truck, kids can turn those
tough construction jobs into simple ones.
Each dump truck is a sturdy, rugged
wooden work rig that will haul, lift, pull,
and move. Made of birch ply with
hardwood and rubber wheels, the dump
truck measures 18.5"L x 8.5"W x 8.25"H.
Ages 3+
ITEM #: 0143328E

MSRP:

$90.00

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
Wooden Puzzle Set

Play with your food! Enjoy assembling
three well-balanced wooden meal
puzzles. With 6 - 14 pieces, it's easy to
learn about setting the table and eating a
variety of foods. This set encourages
grouping skills, early vocabulary
development and imaginative play.
Dimensions: 26.3" x 12.6" x 1"
Packaged. Ages 2+.
ITEM #: 0562826E

Co

ITEM #: 0143327E

MSRP:

$90.00

Co

Big Rigs Forklift With Pallet

With this forklift, kids can turn those
tough construction jobs into simple ones.
Each forklift is a sturdy, rugged wooden
work rig that will haul, lift, pull, and move.
Made of birch ply with hardwood and
rubber wheels, the forklift measures
9.75" H x 14.75" W x 7.5"L. Ages 3+
ITEM #: 0143329E

MSRP:

$100.00

Co

Educational Seasons Clock

This wooden clock includes 24 pieces to
teach kids time & numbers, colors and
shapes, seasons & weather, and animals
and objects. Ages 3+
ITEM #: M0030011E

Big Rigs Crane

CHILD MAGAZINE BEST PICK ! With
this crane, kids can turn those tough
construction jobs into simple ones. Each
crane is a sturdy, rugged wooden work
rig that will haul, lift, pull, and move.
Made of birch ply with hardwood and
rubber wheels, the crane measures 22"L
x 8.5" W x 9.75" H. Ages 3+
ITEM #: 0143326E

MSRP:

$100.00

Co

Big Rigs Semi-Truck

With this semi-truck, kids can turn those
tough construction jobs into simple ones.
Each semi is a sturdy, rugged wooden
work rig that will haul, lift, pull, and move.
Made of birch ply with hardwood and
rubber wheels, the semi-truck measures
8.25"H x 23.25"W x 8.5"L. Ages 3+
ITEM #: 0143330E

955

$34.99

Big Rigs Bulldozer

With this bulldozer, kids can turn those
tough construction jobs into simple ones.
Each bulldozer is a sturdy, rugged
wooden work rig that will haul, lift, pull,
and move. Made of birch ply with
hardwood and rubber wheels, the
bulldozer measures 17"L x 8.75"W x
10.75"H. Ages 3+

Co

MSRP:

MSRP:

$100.00

Fax orders to (877) 923-3266 or call 877-9BEECON
www.beeconlearning.com

MSRP:

$24.99
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Elephant Pull-Along

Push or pull this elephant! This colorful
wooden tag-along will be your toddler's
best friend. It will happily follow toddlers
wherever they want to lead. The
elephant's moving arms, head, and
tumble wheel adds motion and
excitement for young explorers. The
elephant measures 7" h x 4" w x 9.25" L.
Ages 1+
ITEM #: 0143341E

Co

Puppy Pull-Along

Push or pull this puppy! This colorful
wooden tag-along will be your toddler's
best friend. It will happily follow toddlers
wherever they want to lead. The puppy's
moving arms, head, and tumble wheel
adds motion and excitement for young
explorers. The puppy measures 6.63" H
x 3.88" W x 8.5" L. Ages 1+
ITEM #: 0143342E

MSRP:

ITEM #: 0010264E

Co

Jungle Wooden Magnetic
Puzzle

These bright and colorful magnetic
wooden puzzles are designed specially
for small hands and curious minds.
Comes with a sturdy wooden carrying
case which opens to reveal a full scene.
Ages 18 mos+
ITEM #: N0030012E

Shape Pounding Workbench

Children learn to sort geometric shapes
and develop fine motor skills at the same
time! Geometric shapes have tough vinyl
rings inside holes to hold dowels snugly.
The workbench measures 4" H x 5.75" W
x 11" L. Ages 18 months+
ITEM #: 0143357E

MSRP:

Take-Along Wooden Tool Kit

Twenty-four, wooden pieces including
tools, nails, screws, nuts and bolts
provide hours of creative, constructive
fun. Preschoolers will love using the
hammer and screwdriver to build their
projects! Dimensions: 9.9" x 5.5" x 4.8"
Assembled. Age 3+.
ITEM #: 0562833E

Mix and Stack Farm

Stack the pieces and create a scene with
9 chunky, double-sided wooden beads
with a wooden base. Teaches simple
identification and counting too. Ages 3+
MSRP:

MSRP:

$12.99

$20.00

$19.99

MSRP:

Co

ITEM #: 0010265E

$15.99

$25.00

Co

Co

MSRP:

$25.00

MSRP:

Co

Co
Jumping

String A Farm

String big chunky wooden pieces
together. Each set includes 12 farm
animals, wooden needle, cotton lace and
stopper. Ages 3+

$14.99

Snail Pull-Along

Push or pull this snail! This colorful
wooden tag-along will be your toddler's
best friend. It will happily follow toddlers
wherever they want to lead. The puppy's
moving arms, head, and tumble wheel
adds motion and excitement for young
explorers. The snail measures 5.25" H x
5.5" W x 8.5" L. Ages 1+
ITEM #: 0143343E

MSRP:

Wood Tops

Bag of 10 long-handled wood tops to
decorate and spin
ITEM #: 0531149

MSRP:

$6.27

$25.00

Fax orders to (877) 923-3266 or call 877-9BEECON
www.beeconlearning.com
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Wood Yo-Yo's

Bag of 10 wooden yo-yo's for decorating
and spinning
ITEM #: 0531147

$6.27

MSRP:

Wooden Construction Set

With over 50 solid wooden pieces, this
value-packed set includes plans for
building some exciting designs to get
kids started. Enough pieces to construct
hundreds of wooden models, just add
imagination! Dimensions: 2.3" x 12.3" x
12.3." Ages 4+
ITEM #: 0562745E

Co

MSRP:

$29.99

ITEM #: 0562744E

$24.99

MSRP:

Co

Wooden Magnetic Number Set

These wooden magnetic numbers help
children feel and understand each
number. Enough numerals to count from
zero through twenty AND five math signs
in a convenient wooden case. 37 colorful
magnetic pieces can help children learn
their numbers and solve basic math
problems. Ages 3+
ITEM #: 0562678E

Co

MSRP:

$11.99

Wooden Bird Call

Twist the brass and wood parts of this 2"
bird call and listen to the sounds you can
create.
ITEM #: 0350394E

MSRP:

$4.99

Co

Wooden Sailboat

This 4" wooden sailboat has a numbered
sail and comes in assorted colors. Ages
3+
ITEM #: T0350510E

957

Wooden Stacking Train

Wheeled train cars provide the bases for
this wooden stacking train. Featuring
fifteen colorful pieces that slide onto
sturdy pegs, the train can be configured
over and over again. More than
seventeen inches long when the cars are
hooked together! Wheeled train cars
provide the bases for this wooden
stacking train. Featuring fifteen colorful
pieces that slide onto sturdy pegs, the
train can be configured over and over
again. More than seventeen inches long
when the cars are hooked together! Ages
2+.
ITEM #: 0562830E

Wooden Bead Sequencing Set

Stack the brightly colored wooden beads
on 5 hardwood dowels in sequence to
match the design on one of the doublesided wooden pattern cards! Includes
over 45 brightly colored beads and 10
patterns that increase in difficulty to build
pattern matching, sequencing and fine
motor skills! Dimensions: 2.5" x 12.7" x
13.1." Ages 4+

Co

MSRP:

$3.00

Fax orders to (877) 923-3266 or call 877-9BEECON
www.beeconlearning.com

MSRP:

$16.99

